Dear Business Partner,
We are writing to formally announce that from April 1st 2015, HÜCO Automotive GmbH will change its corporate name to Hitachi Automotive Systems Espelkamp GmbH.
Both our company name and our brand
have always been a joint statement for customer driven innovations, product and service quality.
After having been a member of the Hitachi Automotive group for some good three years now, in which we
have also successfully started sales and promotions of the worldwide renown
and
brands
besides our traditional
brand, it´s now time to change the corporate name to reflect the global Hitachi “We Are One” approach. Under the new corporate company name, we´ll continue to promote all three
brands
,
and
.
Please note that no other aspects of the company structure such as shareholder structure, management,
website, email addresses, banking details, VAT number, phone Nos or whatsoever will change. The new
company name will naturally be reflected on all company stationery and media with effect from April 1st
2015.
As a consequence, our new corporate address will read:
Hitachi Automotive Systems Espelkamp GmbH
Eugen-Gerstenmaier-Str. 8
32339 Espelkamp/Germany
Since only the company name changes, but all other legal aspects remain unchanged, we would like to
propose taking this letter as a viable annexe or amendment to any contracts or service agreements that are
currently in place between yourselves and HÜCO Automotive GmbH (or even its predecessor HÜCO electronic GmbH). We would be grateful if you could ensure that all contact details and communication systems
are updated within your organization to reflect our company name change with effect from April 1st 2015.
We anticipate this name change underlines our strong global presence and the access to more and more
and
items, paired with a growing range of products under the well known
brand, will strengthen our joint business relationship even further.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with your regular contact person within our sales team in case you
have any further questions.
Yours faithfully
Christian Westerkamp			
Managing Director				

i.V. Patrick Freier
Export Sales Manager

